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INTRODUCTION
Problem
Most products come equipped with an instruction manual that provides details on 
how to assemble, use, or troubleshoot a new product. However, there is a noted 
lack of interest and optimism in using instruction manuals because customers 
have developed negative preconceptions through previous poor experiences that 
created feelings of irritation and frustration. Oftentimes, this negative experience 
leads consumers to completely disregard the provided instruction manual. 

Objective
To analyze the impact of the design and format of an instruction manual, such as 
its use of non-interactive and interactive design elements, on customer satisfaction 
and the usability of an instruction manual. 

Institutional Review Board (IRB): 
• Proposal to conduct research for this study was submitted to the IRB under 

STUDY00012322 and was determined “not human research” on 2/26/21.

Surveys & Questionnaires: 
• Surveys: To obtain information on participant familiarity with non-interactive or 

interactive manuals. 
• Post-Test Questionnaires: To measure a participant’s experience and reactions to 

using the assigned manual to complete the task.

Resistance to Instruction Manuals
• Most individuals perceive manuals as time-consuming or ineffective in 

getting the information they want.
• Customers prefer to skim content or avoid engaging with the manual.
• People choose to read and to keep reading manuals only if:

1.  They believe there is a perceived benefit; and
2.  If there is not an easier way to get the same information (De Jong, 

Yang, & Karreman, 2017). 

Transformation of Design & Format
• Visual design and format of a document can significantly impact 

customer satisfaction as well as readability, accessibility, and 
comprehension. 

• Customers are more inclined to use a manual more frequently and 
effectively if it uses a more consumer-oriented approach than an 
engineering-based approach (Gök et al., 2019).

The Use of Animation
• Animation can be defined as “a simulated motion picture depicting 

movement of drawn (or simulated) objects” (Mayer & Moreno, 2002). 
• The use of animation in videos can be a useful visual guide for users 

completing an action or process, more so for more complex tasks 
requiring more visuo-spatial skills. 

• Research has shown that users perform better when animation is 
combined with another semiotic mode, such as sound or words 
(Alexander, 2013). 

Interactivity
• When used in conjunction with video or animations, the opportunity 

for a user to stop, start, replay, zoom in/out, or control the video’s 
speed allows for reinspection thereby promoting greater perception 
and comprehension by the user (Tversky, Morrison, & Bétrancourt, 2002).

Paper vs Video Instructions
• A major argument in favor of paper-based instructions is “its structure, 

accessibility, pace control, and active processing” (Van der Meij & Van 
der Meij, 2014).  

• Compared to paper-based instructions, the use of video has been 
viewed as more usable, appealing, and motivating to continue 
engagement (Alexander, 2013; Tversky, Morrison, & Bétrancourt, 2002). 

• A common conclusion from previous research notes that the 
differences in how users learn will impact their preference for different 
types and mediums of documentation (Smart, Whiting, & DeTienne, 
2001).

Technical Communicators & Manual Design Future Usability Test Considerations

Interactive Design / Interactivity 
“On-screen interaction techniques that allow consumers to change 
online content in real-time with mouse-based actions such as clicking, 
dragging, hovering, and flipping” (Xu & Sundar, 2016).

Customer Satisfaction 
A measurement that determines how happy customers are with a 
company’s products, services, and capabilities.

Desirability 
Subjective factor relating to taste and aesthetics that attracts users to 
interact and engage with a product (Interaction Design Foundation, 
n.d.).

Usability 
The extent to which a product can be used by specific users to achieve 
specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction (Barnum, 
2020).

Usability Testing:
• Remote and in-person usability testing was conducted using a non-interactive and 

interactive instruction manual to create an origami heart. 
• Ten participants were instructed to use the Think-Aloud protocol to establish a 

verbal record of their thoughts, comments, and reactions to the manual and task. 

Rank of Most Helpful Interactive & 
Non-Interactive Design Elements

Average agreement with the statement: “I enjoyed using the 
instruction manual to complete the task”
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CONSIDERATIONS & FUTURE IMPLICATIONS

• Accessibility of content
• Readability of text
• Consistency of terms
• Inclusion of visuals and interactive elements
• User-centric approach

• Continue usability testing with iterative design approach
• Use of a more complex subject matter/task to see the interplay of 

task difficulty and instruction manual format
• Incorporation of different mediums (i.e., Augmented Reality)
• All visual-based instructions vs. all text-based instructions
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was easy to use as a reference as I was completing the task”
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